In January, 2007 we were formed as the Drummers of the ‘Regélő Fehér Táltos’ an
Association for the Preservation of Tradition in Hungary, which had 27 members.
In 2010 we became a public benefit organization. The founder and leader of our
group is Tibor Putnoki whose life was changed by a 9 minute clinical death experience
in 1994 about which he has already given nearly 800 talks around the world.
Our aim is to evoke; reveal the features/inner values of the ancient Hungarian
folk spirit and to live these through our personal lives, and further, to show these to
the widest reaches of Hungarians and to all nations of the world which are opened to
this. Our association is independent of any political or religious affiliation. Our group
performs at all events and programs both at home and abroad where we have the
possibility to address people through our songs. We support all events where Hungarians help Hungarians, where
humans help humans, where eternal human values and the importance of togetherness appear.
All that we want to say focuses on the importance of love, kindness and honour, respect for the ancestors,
patriotism, and the belief in our common source. This is amplified by the healing inspiring vibration of our drums
and our traditional costumes.
Since 2008 we are present at every major event in Hungary that preserves traditional values, be it a Kurultaj,
Day of the Ancestors, National Assembly of Hungarians, Festival of the Ages etc.
Since 2009 we have organized, each summer a drummer’s camp for children and youngsters that includes
teaching ancient Hungarian history and runic writing.
Among our members there are older people
as well as very young ones, our community is like
a big family. In our ordinary lives we work in very
different fields, however even there, we do pay
attention to the spirituality that we represent on
stage.
The activity of our group is voluntary, but
what we receive from our audiences, the love and
gratitude is for us invaluable. We especially feel
it in connection with our performances abroad
where, for our brothers and sisters living beyond
the borders of Hungary, how much it means
and what they receive as spiritual support and
reinforcement from us becomes almost tangible.
Tears in the eyes, a tight hug tells us all, without words. It is a pleasure for us to be able to help our audiences to live
as Hungarians wherever their home is, or where destiny has called them.
During the past eight years we have had almost a thousand performances in our small country, and we also
have been on stage in several places close to Hungary: Transylvania (Romania), ‘Kárpátalja’ (Ukraine), ‘Felvidék’
(Slovakia), and in ‘Délvidék’ (Serbia) but also further afield, with a series of performances in Wales (UK) in
2009. Our living and expanding relations with the tradition keepers and representatives of other nations (for
instance Turkish, Kazakh, etc.) prove that what we want to say reaches people’s hearts beyond any linguistic,
ethnic, religious or cultural differences.
In 2014 the ‘Regélő Fehér Táltos’ Fan Club was established where we are waiting for those who would
like to get closer to us or who would like to help our group through their voluntary work. We welcome
everyone at our performances! Let us travel together with the sounds of the drums, revive the splendor
of bygone times and through this let us build happiness for our common future!
Further information: www.taltosdob.hu; www.rftbk.hu

